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Filtering nucleotide sites by phylogenetic signal to noise ratio 
increases confidence in the Neoaves phylogeny generated from 
ultraconserved elements.
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Abstract

Despite genome scale analyses, high-level relationships among Neoaves birds remain contentious. 

The placements of the Neoaves superorders are notoriously difficult to resolve because they 

involve deep splits followed by short internodes. Using our approach, we investigate whether 

filtering UCE loci on their phylogenetic signal to noise ratio helps to resolve key nodes in the 

Neoaves tree of life. We find that our analysis of data sets filtered for high signal to noise ratio 

results in topologies that are inconsistent with unfiltered results but that are congruent with whole-

genome analyses. These relationships include the Columbea + Passerea sister relationship and the 

Phaethontimorphae + Aequornithia sister relationship. We also find increased statistical support 

for more recent nodes (i.e. the Pelecanidae + Ardeidae sister relationship, the Eucavitaves clade, 

and the Otidiformes + Musophagiformes sister relationship). We also find instances where support 

is reduced for well-established clades, possibly due to the removal of sites with moderate signal-

to-noise ratio. Our results suggest that filtering on the basis of signal to noise ratio is a useful tool 

for resolving problematic splits in phylogenomic data sets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Phylogenetic reconstruction has greatly benefitted from the recent increase in genome-wide 

sequence data available on many taxa. The expectation was that with these data, all 

phylogenetic relationships not subjected to incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) or horizontal 

gene transfers could be resolved (Gee 2003; Philippe et al. 2011). Yet there are still 

numerous phylogenetic relationships that are not certain, reminding us that more data can 

mean more noise not just more signal. In phylogenies with short internodes, there is little 

opportunity to observe molecular changes on internode branches that would lead to correct 

resolution. There is also a greater chance of finding misleading changes on the subtending 

branches.

In order to enrich their data in signal and reduce noise, researchers conducting 

phylogenomic studies have explored ways to partition data that only incorporate rates 

optimal to resolve the phylogenetic relationship in question (Philippe et al. 2011). Assessing 

markers by their phylogenetic informativeness (PI) is one means of selecting sites across a 

dataset that are appropriate to resolve a specific phylogenetic question. This approach has 

the potential to detect which sites will be able to resolve a short internode followed by long 

branches (Dornburg et al. 2014; Dornburg et al. 2016; Gilbert et al. 2015; Prum et al. 2015; 

Townsend et al. 2007; Townsend et al. 2010; Townsend et al. 2011). PI tracks the power of a 

marker of site to resolve a hypothetical, un-rooted, 4 taxon polytomy (Townsend 2007). 

However, resolution of such a polytomy, and by extension phylogenetic inference of short 

deep internodes with fast-evolving characters can be heavily impacted by noise (Bleidorn 

2017; Brown and Thomson 2017; Townsend and Lopez-Giraldez 2010). Thus Townsend et 

al. (2012) developed the measures of phylogenetic signal and noise based, again, on the 

phylogenetic quartet (Bandelt & Dress 1986) and their model applies estimates of nucleotide 

composition and the evolutionary rates of characters to approximate the probability of 

phylogenetic signal and noise due to convergent or parallel evolution (Bandelt & Dress 

1986; Townsend 2012). Although still infrequently applied, ranking phylogenetic markers or 
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removing sites with low signal to noise ratios, especially when analyzing unresolved nodes 

(polytomies), has proved successful (Chen et al. 2015).

Ultraconserved elements (UCEs) are small fragments of DNA that are very similar (greater 

than 80% identical sequence) across distantly related taxa (Bejerano et al. 2004, Siepel et al. 

2005). UCEs have quickly gained popularity in phylogenomics because (1) of the 

computational ease with which they can be designed for non-model organisms, (2) hundreds 

or thousands of UCEs can quickly be sequenced using high-throughput technology (targeted 

enrichment or capture array) and (3) nucleotide variation predominantly found in the UCE 

flanking regions, carries micro and macro evolutionary signal (Faircloth et al. 2012). UCEs 

consist of a highly invariant core but the regions that flank the core increase in their 

sequence variation as the distance from the core increases (see Figures 3A and 3B of 

Faircloth et al. 2012b). Phylogenomic studies using UCEs have improved our understanding 

of many animal relationships, notably, ray-finned fishes (Faircloth et al. 2013), non-avian 

reptiles (Crawford et al. 2012), birds (Sun et al. 2014; McCormack et al. 2013; Jarvis et al. 

2014), mammals (McCormack et al. 2012), and arthropods (Faircloth et al. 2014). Although 

earlier studies have shown that the phylogenetic informativeness of UCE loci is on par with 

the PI of genes used in traditional multi-locus studies (Gilbert et al., 2015), the utility of 

signal-to-noise filtering has yet to be explored for these markers.

Some of the deepest branches within Neoaves are poorly resolved (Claramunt et al. 2015, 

Jarvis et al. 2014; Jetz et al. 2012; Prum et al. 2015; Thomas 2015). Neoaves include all the 

bird species except for the flightless ‘ratite’ birds and tinamous (Palaeognathae) and the 

chickens, turkeys, pheasants, megapodes, ducks, geese and swans (Galloanseres). Although 

the date has been subject to debate (Brown et al. 2007; Cracraft et al. 2015; Ericson et al. 

2006; Mitchell et al. 2015) it is believed that nearly all neoavian orders evolved between 

50-70MYA (Jarvis et al. 2014). Considerable incomplete lineage sorting (Feducia, 1995; Poe 

& Chubb, 2004), measured most recently via insertion-deletions (indels) and transposable 

elements (Suh et al. 2015), were cited as possibly affecting the inference of the deepest 

branches of Neoaves and Afroaves (Jarvis et al. 2014). Jarvis et al. (2014) also found that 

phylogenies of 48 bird species constructed using exclusively UCEs exhibited lower 

resolution on deep branches in Neoaves than the phylogenies constructed using both gene 

and UCE data. This lower resolution may be the result of not only the reduction in amount 

of data but also the lower rate of evolution of the UCEs relative to genes (Jarvis et al. 2014).

Here, we reanalyze UCE data for 48 bird species from Jarvis et al. (2014) to calculate 

phylogenetic signal to noise ratio estimates for selected time periods (Townsend et al., 

2012). On the basis of this ratio we filter the UCE data and conduct new phylogenetic 

analyses. We compare the phylogeny using filtered UCE data to the phylogeny using the 

unfiltered UCE data and to the total evidence based maximum likelihood phylogeny of 

Jarvis (ExaML-TENT), a reconstruction based on UCEs, exonic and intronic regions. We 

also provide our workflow for filtering on the basis of signal to noise ratio as a series of 

scripts for other applications to genome-scale data.
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Rationale for the Neoaves Nodes Chosen for Signal to Ratio Calculations

Using the publicly available files (Aberer et al., 2014) we annotated the phylogram (Fig. 1) 

to reflect the results of Jarvis et al. (2014). Based on these results, we chose two general 

depths in the phylogeny, one representing a series of deep divergences followed by long 

branches, the second representing a more recent rapid or shallow radiation with longer 

internodes between branching events. The deepest branching nodes of Neoaves occurred 

between 60-70MYA (Fig. 1). Thus, filtering at this depth provides an excellent test case for 

resolving a deep branching (62MYA) with short internodes (5 million years) problem and is 

representative of the internodes in the deepest divergences of the Neoaves (e.g. the internode 

between L and M, Fig. 1, red shading). Henceforth we refer to this case as the deep 

branching problem. These nodes also exhibited low bootstrap support values in the UCE 

species phylogeny published in Jarvis et al. (2014).

The second filtering example was selected to focus on subclades of the Neoaves. As an 

example, Telluraves (node I, Fig. 1), is a recently defined and controversial clade (Yuri et al. 

2013). Within Telluraves is node A (Fig. 1), which corresponds to the Eufalconimorphae a 

clade that includes the Passeriformes, the Psittaformes and the Falconiformes, and node F, 

which corresponds to the Coraciimorphae a clade that includes the Coliiformes (represented 

in the data set by the speckled mousebird) and the Cavitaves. In addition to being of intrinsic 

interest in the understanding of bird systematics, filtering based on this time period provides 

a second test case for a shallower reconstruction problem: resolving recently evolved clades 

(27MYA) with moderate internode lengths (spanning 48 million years, beginning 75 million 

years ago and ending 27 million years ago) (Fig. 1 blue shading). Henceforth we refer to this 

case as the shallow branching problem.

2.2 Phylogenetic signal to noise analysis

Townsend et al. (2012) developed a model that estimates the probability of phylogenetic 

signal, the probability of phylogenetic noise (due to convergent or parallel evolution) and the 

probability of a polytomy for a given locus at a given node. These estimates incorporate the 

date of the node and the length of the subtending branches following that node. Thus, the 

model relies on accurate evolutionary rates and estimates of node age and internode length. 

The evolutionary rate is simply the substitution rate of a character. The character state space 

is based on the percentage of each nucleotide type and the transition - transversion rates 

(rTA, rTG, rCA, rCG). The time components of the calculation are defined by the time at 

which the nodes of interest occur and the length of the descendant branches from that point.

For the deep and shallow branching problems, we calculated the probability of signal (C), 

probability of noise (N) and the probability of a polytomy (P) for each site in each UCE. 

Sequence alignment data were downloaded from Aberer et al. (2014). We used Mathematica 

versions 10.2-10.4 (Wolfram Research, Inc., 2016), modified computer code from Townsend 

et al. (2012), and Phydesign (Lopez-Giraldez and Townsend, 2011) to calculate these 

measures. To do so required calculating the transition -transversion rates, the percentage of 

each nucleotide type and the substitution per site rate of each nucleotide in each UCE, which 
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we did using TAPIR (Faircloth et al. 2012a). TAPIR creates a separate JSON file (Ooms 

2014) for each UCE. We processed each JSON file to isolate the required inputs with a 

computational pipeline, using scripts written in the statistical computing language R. 

Specifically we removed all information except (1) the transition - transversion rates, (2) the 

percentage of each nucleotide type and (3) the substitution per site rate of each nucleotide 

(all scripts are available on Dryad). We then used this information along with the node age 

and internode length to calculate the probability of C, N and Pfor each site.

For our analysis, we customized Townsend’s Mathematica notebook code (Townsend et al. 

2012) in order to calculate C, N and Pfor each site across unfiltered UCEs. Sites with a zero 

rate of change lead to P= 1 and therefore were excluded from the calculation of phylogenetic 

C, N, and P Sites with higher than 0.2 substitutions per site were also excluded to eliminate 

artificially high estimates that resulted from insertions or deletions introduced in UCE 

sequence alignments in regions of high uncertainty (Supplemental and Appendix Figs., 

Philippe and Roure 2011). After these two exclusions we had a total of 3,843,061 sites 

across 3,603 UCEs. Signal to noise (SN) can be defined in several ways (Townsend et al., 

2012). We used SN =C/(C+N) which is equivalent to SN = C/(I-P). We looked for sites that 

sufficiently shifted the distribution of SN towards the maximum (Supplemental Figs. 1-4) 

and found that these fell within the top 20% of the SN distribution.

2.4 Phylogenetic Reconstruction

We chose to concatenate the UCEs for ease of computation. We used a general time 

reversible model of evolution with gamma distributed rate variation among sites to compute 

20 distinct maximum likelihood topologies starting from 20 distinct randomized maximum 

parsimony starting topologies (scripts available from DRYAD.org.). We parallelized the 

computations with 24 threads of execution spread over 12 processing cores in RAxML 

(Stamatakis 2014). We computed 100 bootstrap alignment replicates under the 

GTRGAMMA model for the unfiltered data and 200 bootstraps for the filtered data. We then 

reconciled the best phylogeny (highest GRTGAMMA likelihood score) with the bootstrap 

replicates. Results were visualized using R (R Core Team, 2016).

2.5 Phylogenetic Comparisons

In order to test the effect of filtering the UCE data we compared the phylogeny reconstructed 

from the unfiltered UCE with each of the filtered phylogenies (deep and shallow). In order to 

reduce the possible reasons for topological differences and bootstrap support differences for 

nodes, we compared our filtered UCE phylogenies to the unfiltered UCE phylogeny we 

reconstructed (described in the supplemental material) and not the UCE species phylogeny 

available from Jarvis et al. (2014). We calculated RF symmetric differences to determine 

how similar two phylogenies are topologically (Robinson and Fouldes, 1981) using the 

TreeDist option of PHYLIP (version 3.5c, evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html) 

available in phylogenetic web platform CompPhy (Fiorini et al. 2014, http://www.atgc-

montpellier.fr/compphy/). The smaller the RF, the more similar the topologies with the 

limiting value that two phylogenies with identical topologies have a RF symmetric 

difference value of zero. We then identified the particular nodes that represented these 

differences. For clades found in both phylogenies, we compared bootstrap support values at 
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the recovered node. We used exact test of proportions to compare bootstrap support (BS) for 

equivalent nodes in the different phylogenies and use p-values to determine significance at a 

significance level of alpha = 0.05.

3 RESULTS

3.1 UCE Site Characteristics

There were 768,612 unique sites after selecting the top 20% of the SNratio. In comparing 

the site distribution before and after filtering (in both cases after removal of sites with 

substitution rates of zero) we find that the filtered sites are more likely to be found in the 

middle third of the variable sites of the UCE, these sites are likely from the cores or the 

proximal portion of the flanks. We provide summary statistics for the substitution rates, 

probability of noise N, probability of polytomy P, probability of signal C, SN and site usage 

for both deep and shallow filtering in Table 1 and observed distributions for these same 

quantities in Supplemental Figs 1-4.

Only 3 UCEs (0.1% of the total loci) did not contribute sites to the shallow branching 

problem data after filtering sites for SNin the top 20%. The minimum number of sites per 

UCE was 18 and the maximum number of sites per UCE was 474 (mean number 209.4; 

distribution provided as Fig. S6). The SNrange before filtering was 0.1303 to 0.4689 and 

after filtering was 0.2398 to 0.4689. Filtering increased the mean SNfrom 0.1829 to 0.2951 

(Table 1, Fig. S1), mainly a result from a large shift in the probability of signal distribution 

(mean before filtering = 0.0219, mean after filtering = 0.0406, Table 1 and Fig. S1). 

Interestingly SNfiltering left the probability of noise virtually unchanged, moderately 

decreased the probability of polytomy and dramatically decreased the substitution rate 

(Table 1 and Figs. S1 and S2).

There was at least one site from each of the 3,603 UCEs in the data set after filtering for the 

deep branching problem. The sites were less evenly distributed across the UCEs in this case 

than they were in shallow branching problem. There were as few as 1 site from some UCEs, 

29 UCEs contributed to 10 or fewer sites and one UCE contributed 1365 sites (mean number 

= 213.3; distribution provided as Fig. S7). The SNrange was rather tight even before filtering 

(0.1302 to 0.1504) and had a mean of 0.1331 (Table 1). After filtering for sites in the top 

20%, the SNrange was 0.1344 to 0.1504 and the mean increased slightly to 0.1360. The 

substitution rate and the probability of polytomy distributions tended lower and the 

probability of noise and probability of signal distributions both tended higher after filtering 

(Table 1 and Figs. S3 and S4). The narrow range of SN and its relative lack of change with 

filtering compared to the shallow branching problem is consistent with there being very little 

phylogenetic information available on a per site basis to resolve a short, deep branch of the 

phylogeny, although the sheer number of sites can provide sufficient information (Gilbert et 

al., 2015).

3.2 Unfiltered UCE phylogeny vs. ExaML-TENT (Jarvis et al., 2014) phylogeny

There were a number of differences between our unfiltered UCE phylogeny and the ExaML-

TENT phylogeny of Jarvis et al. (2014) (Fig. 2a). The RF symmetric difference value 
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between these two phylogenies was 14. These differences likely occurred because of 

difference in the data (the ExaML-TENT was based on introns, exons, and UCE datasets) 

and because of the differences in the assumptions of reconstruction computations, for 

example, our UCE concatenation in RaXML vs. gene phylogeny/species phylogeny analysis 

in ExaML. Our unfiltered UCE phylogenetic reconstruction (Node H, left phylogeny, Fig. 

2a) placed the speckled mousebird (order Coliiformes) as the outgroup to a clade containing 

the Cavitaves, Strigiformes and Accipitrimorphae (Node HH, left phylogeny) while the 

ExaML-TENT analysis from Jarvis et al. (2014) placed the speckled mousebird as sister to 

the clade Cavitaves (Node F, right phylogeny). The resulting support for the Afroaves clade 

was reduced in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny relative to its support in the ExaML-TENT 

phylogeny (Node H, 55% bootstrap support (BS) left phylogeny versus 100% BS, right 

phylogeny, p<0.00005, Fig. 2a and 2b).

Other differences between these two phylogenies were in the placement of the 

Caprimulgimorphae clade (Node V, highlighted in brown, Fig. 2a) and the 

Phaethontimorphae clade (Node P, highlighted in light blue). In the Jarvis et al. (2014) 

ExaML-TENT phylogeny Caprimulgimorphae (Node V) was placed sister to the 

Otidimorphae (Node X) with 91% BS (Node Y) and Phaethontimorphae (Node P) was 

placed sister to Aequornithia (Node O) with 70% BS (Node Q). However, the unfiltered 

UCE phylogeny placed Caprimulgimorphae (Node V) sister to Phaethontimorphae (Node P) 

with 42% BS (Node JJ) and Telluraves (Node I) sister to Aequornithia (Node O) with 100% 

BS (Node II). Support for the Passerea node was reduced in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny 

relative to its support in the ExaML-TENT phylogeny (Node MM 56% BS, left phylogeny 

versus node Z 91% BS, right phylogeny, p<0.00005, Fig. 2a and 2b).

Our unfiltered UCE phylogeny did not recover the highly supported, monophyletic 

Columbea clade that was found in the ExaML-TENT phylogeny (Node DD, 100% BS right 

phylogeny, Fig. 2a). Instead the unfiltered UCE phylogeny placed Columbimorphae sister to 

all Passerea (Node NN, 57% BS) and Columbimorphae + Passerea sister to 

Phoenicopterimorphae (Node OO, 73% BS). This result, the placement of 

Phoenicopterimorphae (Node CC) instead of Columbea (Node DD) as the sister to all the 

remaining Neoaves (Node OO), is the same topology as that found in the UCE species 

phylogeny from Jarvis et al. (2014) (See Node OO, online appendix supplemental materials 

Fig. 5).

There were nodes that had the same topology in the two phylogenies for which we observed 

changes in bootstrap confidence (Fig. 2b). For most of these clades, the confidence remained 

very high including for nodes AAA, BB, S, and T. Node W showed a large increase (77% 

BS versus 55%BS, p=0.0002). Three nodes showed dramatically reduced support, the 

Afroaves, the Passerea (described above) and the notably Neoaves node (Node OO, 73% BS, 

left phylogeny, versus Node EE, 100% BS, right phylogeny, p<0.00005, Fig. 2a and 2b).

3.3 Comparison of the shallow filtered UCE phylogeny vs. the unfiltered UCE phylogeny

We next compared the phylogeny resulting from the shallow filtered data to the phylogeny 

resulting from all the UCE data. The RF symmetric difference value between these two 

phylogenies is 6 indicating close agreement. Examining the phylogenies, we can see that the 
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speckled mousebird (order Coliiformes) was placed sister to the barn owl (order 

Strigiformes) in the shallow filtered phylogeny (Node SS, left phylogeny, Fig. 3a). This 

differed from the placement of the speckled mousebird as the sister to all remaining 

Afroaves in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny (Node H, right phylogeny, Fig. 3a). We note, 

however, that the bootstrap support was low in both cases (Node SS, 51% BS, left phylogeny 

vs. Node H, 55% BS, right phylogeny). The most important difference between the two 

phylogenies lies in the relationship between Columbimorphae and Phoenicopterimorphae 

(Nodes BB and CC, both highlighted in purple). The shallow filtered UCE sites recover a 

sister relationship between Columbimorphae and Phoenicopterimorphae (i.e. a monophyletic 

Columbea clade, Node DD, 55% BS) which fails to be recovered in our unfiltered UCE 

phylogeny or the unfiltered UCE species phylogeny from Jarvis et al (2014).

For the identical portions of the two phylogenies, we observed multiple instances of 

increased support due to filtering (Fig. 3b). Most notable increases in support occurred for 

the Afroaves clades (Afro, Fig. 3b and Node H, Fig. 3a) and Eucavitaves clades (Node D, 

Fig.3b), the entire Otidimorphae clade (Node X, Fig. 3b) as well as for the sister placement 

of Otidiformes to Musophagiformes (Node W, Fig. 3b). We also observed an increase in 

support for major Passerea clades (Node MM, Node LL, KK). Specifically, the 

Otidimorphae + (Cursorimorphae+ (Caprimulgimorphae+ Phaethontimorphae)+ 

Aequornithia +Telluraves)(Node MM 86% BS versus 56% BS, p=0.0001, Fig. 3a and 3b), 

Cursorimorphae + (Caprimulgimorphae+ Phaethontimorphae)+ Aequornithia + Telluraves)

(Node LL 87% BS versus 54% BS, p< 0.00005) and (Caprimulgimorphae+ 

Phaethontimorphae)+ Aequornithia + Telluraves (Node KK 65% BS versus 42% BS, 

p=0.0002). The support for the Neoaves node (Neo, Fig. 3b) is slightly increased but not 

significantly so (Node EE, 79% BS left phylogeny versus node OO 73% BS, right 

phylogeny, p=0.2444, Fig. 3a). We also observed a significant decrease in support for the 

Cursorimorphae clade (Node S, 99% BS, versus 44% BS, p=< 0.00005) as well as the 

Cursorimorphae + hoatzin sister relationship (Node T, p=0.000r). The Telluraves + 

Aequornithia sister relationship support decreased dramatically (Node II, 100% BS versus 

36% BS, p< 0.00005).

3.4 Comparison of shallow filtered UCE phylogeny vs. ExaML-TENT phylogeny

We next compared the phylogeny resulting from the shallow filtered data to the ExaML-

TENT phylogeny of Jarvis et al. (2014). The RF symmetric difference value between these 

two phylogenies is 10, which makes the shallow filtered phylogeny more similar to the 

ExaML-TENT phylogeny than the unfiltered UCE phylogeny is to the ExaML-TENT 

phylogeny. The differences lie in the placement of the barn owl (Node SS, left phylogeny, 

Node G, left phylogeny), Phaethontimorphae, labeled as Node P (placement in left 

phylogeny descending from Node JJ but in right phylogeny descending from Node Q), 

Caprimulgimorphae labeled as Node V (placement in left phylogeny descending from Node 

JJ but in right phylogeny descending from Node Y), Otidimorphae labeled Node X 

(placement in left phylogeny descending from Node MM but in right phylogeny descending 

from Node Y), and Aequornithia labeled Node O(placement in left phylogeny descending 

from Node II but in right phylogeny descending from Node Q (Fig. 4a).
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For the identical portions of the two phylogenies, there was more support for the 

Eucavitaves (Node D) in the shallow UCE phylogeny than the ExaML-TENT phylogeny 

(100% BS, left phylogeny versus 72% BS, right phylogeny, p < 0.00005, Fig. 4a and 4b). 

We also observed increased support for the MacQueen’s bustard (order Otidiformes) as 

sister to the red-crested turaco (order Musophagiformes) (Node W, 92%BS, left phylogeny 

versus 55%BS, right phylogeny, p < 0.00005, Fig. 4a and 4b).

There were 6 nodes that had less bootstrap support in the shallow filtered UCE phylogeny 

than in the ExaML-TENT phylogeny (Fig. 4b). The ExaML-TENT phylogeny and the 

shallow filtered phylogeny both recovered a monophyletic Columbea clade albeit with 

decreased support in the shallow filtered phylogeny (Node DD, 55% BS, left phylogeny and 

100% BS, right phylogeny, purple branches, p < 0.00005, Fig. 4a and 4b). We also observed 

a large and statistically significant decrease in support for Cursorimorphae (Node S, 44% 

BS, left phylogeny versus 96% BS, right phylogeny, p < 0.00005, Fig. 4a and 4b) and a 

decrease in support for the Cursorimorphae + hoatzin sister relationship (Node T, 71% BS, 

left phylogeny vs. 91% BS, right phylogeny, p< 0.00005, Fig. 4a and 4b). We observed a 

slight decrease in support for Columbimorphae (Node BB, 96% BS, left phylogeny vs. 

100% BS, right phylogeny, p =0.0073, Fig. 4a and 4b). The Neoaves node support was 

decreased (labeled as Neo in Fig. 4b; Node EE, 76% BS, left phylogeny versus 100% BS, 

right phylogeny, p < 0.00005, Fig. 4a). Support for the Passerea node (labeled as Pass in Fig. 

4b) was slightly reduced in the shallow filtered UCE phylogeny relative to its support in the 

ExaML-TENT phylogeny (Node MM 86% BS, left phylogeny versus node Z, 91% BS, right 

phylogeny, p = 0.1578, Fig. 4a) albeit the arrangement of taxa within the node differs 

substantially.

3.5 Comparison of the deep filtered UCE phylogeny vs. unfiltered UCE phylogeny

The deep filtered UCE phylogeny and the unfiltered UCE phylogeny had a RF symmetric 

difference of 12, reflecting more topological differences than we observed between the 

shallow filtered UCE phylogeny and the unfiltered UCE phylogeny. The specific placement 

of the speckled mousebird within the Afroaves clade differed in these two phylogenies (Fig. 

5a). Our unfiltered UCE phylogenetic reconstruction placed the speckled mousebird as sister 

to the clade containing Cavitaves, Strigiformes and Accipitrimorphae (the eagles and 

vultures, Nodes H and FF, right phylogeny, Fig. 5a). In contrast, in the deep filtered 

phylogeny (left phylogeny, Fig. 5a), Accipitrimorphae (Node FF) was placed sister to a 

clade containing the barn owl (Node UU), the cuckoo-roller (order Strigiformes, Node GG) 

and Cavitaves (Node E). The Afroaves node had significantly increased support in the deep 

filtered phylogeny relative to the unfiltered phylogeny (Node H, 100% BS, left phylogeny 

versus 55% BS, right phylogeny, p<0.00005, Fig. 5a).

The deep filtered phylogeny placed Caprimulgimorphae (Node V) sister to all Telluraves 

(Node I) with strong bootstrap support (Node YY, 100%BS, left phylogeny, Fig 5a). In the 

unfiltered UCE phylogeny, Caprimulgimorphae (Node V) was placed sister to 

Phaethontimorphae (Node P, the tropicbirds and sunbittern) with low support (Node JJ, 42% 

BS, right phylogeny, Fig 5a). The deep filtered phylogeny placed Aequornithia (Node O) 

sister to Phaethontimorphae (Node P) with 53% BS (Node Q, left phylogeny). This result 
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contrasts with Aequornithia's (Node O) placement as sister to the core landbirds (Node I, 

Telluraves) in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny (Node II, 100% BS, right phylogeny).

Another change in Passerea was that in the deep filtered phylogeny, the hoatzin (order 

Opisthocomiformes) was placed sister to the grey crowned crane (order Gruiformes) with 

45% BS (Node WW, left phylogeny, Fig. 5a). In the unfiltered phylogeny, the hoatzin is 

placed sister to Cursorimorphae (Node T, 90% BS, right phylogeny, Fig 5a), a clade that 

includes grey crowned crane and killdeer (order Charadriiformes) (Node S, 99% BS, right 

phylogeny).

The deep filtered phylogeny placed the pigeon (order Columbiformes) sister to 

Phoenicopterimorphae (Node VV, 77% BS, left phylogeny, Fig. 5a), which includes 

American flamingo (order Phoenicopteriformes) and great-crested grebe (order 

Podicipediformes). In the unfiltered UCE phylogeny the pigeon is placed sister to the brown 

mesite (order Mesitornithiformes) and the yellow throated sandgrouse (order Pterocliformes, 

Node AA), a clade referred to as Columbimorphae (Node BB, 99% BS, right phylogeny). 

This recovers a monophyletic Columbea clade (Node DD, 73% BS, left phylogeny).

As illustrated in Fig. 5b, for portions of the deep filtered and unfiltered phylogenies with 

identical topologies, we observed nine nodes with increased bootstrap support and two 

nodes with decreased support. The Neoaves node has significantly increased support in the 

deep filtered phylogeny relative to the unfiltered phylogeny (labeled as Neo in Fig. 5b; Node 

EE, 98% BS, left phylogeny versus OO, 73% BS, left phylogeny, p<0.00005; Fig 5a.). The 

Afroaves node also had significantly increased support and is described in detail in a 

preceding paragraph (Fig. 5a).

Besides the increased support for the Neoaves and the Afroaves nodes, we found 

dramatically increased support for the placement of the bar-tailed trogon (order 

Trogoniformes) within the clade Eucavitaves (Node D, 100% BS, left phylogeny, versus 

66% BS, right phylogeny, p < 0.00005, Fig. 5a and 5b). We found 100% BS support for the 

Dalmatian pelican-little egret sister relationship (order Pelecaniformes, Node J, Fig. 5a and 

5b) while this relationship was only recovered with 90% BS in the unfiltered UCE dataset 

(p< 0.00005). We observed an increase in support for the sister placement of the 

MacQueen’s bustard and red-crested turaco by deep filtering relative to no filtering (Node 

W, 92% BS, left phylogeny, versus 77% BS, right phylogeny, p <0.00005, Fig. 5a and 5b). 

We also observed very significant increase in support for the Passerea backbone node 

splitting Otidimorphae from all remaining extant Passerea (labeled as Pass in Fig. 5b; Node 

MM, 82% BS left phylogeny, versus 56% BS, right phylogeny p<0.00005; Fig. 5a). 

However, within the Afroaves, we observed a dramatic decrease in support for the Cavitaves 

+ Strigiformes sister relationship (Node GG, 42% BS left phylogeny, versus 100 % BS, right 

phylogeny, p <0.00005, Fig. 5a and 5b). Within the core waterbirds (Node O) we observed a 

slight decrease in support for the Procellariimorphae clade (Node M, 93% BS, left 

phylogeny, versus 100% BS, right phylogeny, p=0.0062, Fig. 5a and 5b).
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3.6 Comparison of the deep filtered UCE phylogeny vs. ExaML-TENT phylogeny

The RF symmetric difference value for the deep filtered UCE phylogeny versus the ExaML-

TENT phylogeny is 12 indicating that the topologies are less similar than the shallow 

phylogeny is to the ExaML-TENT phylogeny but more similar than the unfiltered phylogeny 

is to the ExaML-TENT phylogeny. Within Telluraves (Node I, Fig. 6a), we found low 

support for the paraphyly of Coraciimorphae (Node UU, 56% BS, left phylogeny). We found 

low support for the inclusion of the barn owl (order Strigiformes, Node GG, 42% BS, left 

phylogeny), which was not included within Coraciimorphae by Jarvis et al. (2014) (Node G, 

84% BS right phylogeny). Consequently, the Coraciimorphae+ Strigiformes clade had 

decreased support when compared to the equivalent ExaML-TENT grouping (Node UU, 

56% BS, left phylogeny versus Node G, 84% BS, right phylogeny, p<0.00005). Second, the 

deep filtered phylogeny did not recover the sister relationship of Caprimulgimorphae (Node 

V, left phylogeny) to Otidimorphae (Node X, left phylogeny) as was found in ExaML-TENT 

phylogeny (Node Y, 91% BS, right phylogeny). Third, in the deep filtered phylogeny the 

placement of the hoatzin (Node WW, 45% BS, left phylogeny) split the sister relationship of 

the killdeer and grey crowned crane (Node XX, 43% BS, left phylogeny), a clade which was 

highly supported in the ExaML-TENT phylogeny (Node S, 96% BS, right phylogeny). The 

placement of the pigeon (Node VV, 77% BS, left phylogeny) as sister to the aquatic 

Phoenicopterimorphae (Node CC) also differs from its placement in the ExaML-TENT 

phylogeny (Node BB, 100% BS, right phylogeny).

Of the nodes in common, a number of nodes showed no or little change in their strong 

support (mulI and mu12, Fig. 6b) and 4 nodes exhibited meaningfully decreased support in 

the deep filtered phylogeny such as the Aequornithia + Phaethontimorphae sister 

relationship (Node Q, 53% BS, left phylogeny vs. 70% BS, right phylogeny, p=0.0007, Fig. 

6b). Within Aequornithia, the core water birds, we also see a slight but significant decrease 

in support for Procellariimorphae (Node M, 93% BS, left phylogeny vs. 100% BS, right 

phylogeny, p = 0.0001) as well as a large and significant decrease in support for Columbea 

(Node DD, 73% BS, left phylogeny vs. 100% BS, right phylogeny, p<0.00005). Two nodes 

exhibited higher bootstrap support values in the deep filtered phylogeny than the ExaML-

TENT phylogeny (Fig. 6a and 6b). These nodes are Node D (100% BS versus 72% BS p-

value <0.00005) and Node W (92% BS versus 55% BS p-value < 0.00005).

4 DISCUSSION

Here we find that filtering UCE data can recover relationships originally found with much 

larger amounts of data and intense computation, but that are not recovered when using the 

unfiltered UCE data.Relationships recovered include the Columbea + Passerea sister 

relationship and the Phaethontimorphae + Aequornithia sister relationship. We also find 

increased statistical support for more recent nodes such as the Pelecanidae + Ardeidae sister 

relationship, the Eucavitaves clade, and the Otidiformes + Musophagiformes sister 

relationship.

We were able to recover these relationships because we developed a pipeline that can be 

used on with large scale genomic datasets to increase the ability of those data to resolve 

phylogenetically difficult problems. We use this pipeline to find sites in the UCEs that are 
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most appropriate for answering specific questions in neoavian evolution (Fig. 1). The 

pipeline is available from github.com [https://github.com/PrincessG/Gilbert_et_al_2018]. 

With the data resulting from our pipeline, we found increased bootstrap support for a 

number of clades after filtering our UCE data for both deep, and shallow time spans 

including Eucavitaves, and the Otidiformes + Musophagiformes sister relationship as well as 

decreases in node support for the Hoatzin+Cursorimorphae clade, the Columbea clade and 

Passerea (Fig.4b and 6b). These same clades were also found in the much larger and more 

exhaustive total evidence based ExaML-TENT phylogeny of Jarvis et al. (2014). For clades 

recovered with high support in both filtered phylogenies we believe, that for these specific 

clades, we were able to remove sites that carried higher amounts phylogenetic noise.

There were also changes that were not consistently supported by both filtered datasets but 

which were biologically compelling. The support for the Phaethontimorphae + Aequornithia 

sister relationship in our deep filtered phylogeny (Node Q, Fig. 5a and 6a) was not observed 

in the shallow filtered or unfiltered phylogenies. Phaethontimorphae include the tropicbirds 

and sunbittern while Aequornithia includes the majority of all neoavian waterbirds and 

together these clades share similar aquatic behaviors and habitats. Additionally, this 

relationship was also found in the total evidence based phylogeny from Jarvis et al. (2014) 

and Prum et al. (2015). We suspect deep filtering the UCE sites “turned down the noise” that 

essentially resolved this relationship incorrectly due to homoplasy or convergence.

Another change that was found in the deep filtered phylogeny but not the shallow filtered, 

unfiltered or the ExaML phylogenies was the strong placement of Caprimulgimorphae (the 

hummingbirds, swifts and nightjars) as sister to the all core landbirds, Telluraves (Node YY, 

Fig. 5a and 6a). This increased support for the Caprimulgimorphae + Telluraves sister 

relationship contradicts the Aequornithia + Telluraves sister relationship (Node II) recovered 

in shallow filtered phylogeny (Fig. 3a and 4a). This relationship is intriguing, however, as 

with all our findings, we acknowledge that this outcome is sensitive to the dates for which 

we selected the highest signal. Contradictions between our two filtered phylogenies are to be 

expected as the underlying datasets these topologies are built upon are targeting different 

time periods. Thus, these topological discrepancies highlight the importance of accurate 

species divergence estimations, as these estimations heavily impact the subsequently 

optimized dataset and the resulting phylogenetic reconstructions.

Little is known about filtering non-exonic phylogenomic datasets such as a collection of 

UCEs to decrease the effects of systematic bias during phylogeny reconstruction. Our study 

is a step in better understanding how non-exonic sequences can be used. We have shown that 

filtering UCEs at the base pair level for their signal to noise ratio can increase signal 

resolution for particular nodes within a target time period. However, it is unclear how 

support for nodes outside of the targeted range should be interpreted. Being able to resolve 

divergences at multiple depths across a phylogeny is a strength of UCEs but they, as well as 

other genome-wide markers, are not immune to the lack of resolution for certain nodes. 

Some arrangements might be intractable even with large amounts of data if there are too 

many rapid divergences outside the target region. Likewise, clades with especially patchy 

fossil records (like birds) reduce the accuracy of their time-calibrated phylogenies and thus 

the effectiveness of filtering. Bootstrap support depends both on the strength of the 
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relationships and the amount of data used to infer the relationships, so it is possible to filter 

too aggressively and reduce bootstrap confidence in a correctly inferred clade by leaving too 

few sites (bases in our case). Another caveat to remember is that filtering and especially 

eliminating all the invariant sites will likely bias the branch lengths but our focus in this 

study is on better resolving the topology.

We have shown that by implementing our pipeline and partitioning data on the signal to 

noise ratio (Townsend et al. 2012), it is possible to increase bootstrap support and recover 

relationships that otherwise would require much larger datasets. Independent and 

genomically exhaustive bodies of evidence also supported these recovered relationships. For 

example, we found the Phaethontimorphae + Aequornithia sister relationship in the deep 

filtered phylogeny (Node Q) which was not found in the unfiltered phylogeny but was 

observed in the ExaML phylogeny and independently in Prum et al (2015). But we also have 

demonstrated that incongruent topologies can be found when datasets composed of sites 

selected for different target eras are used to answer the same phylogenetic questions. As with 

exonic data, a non-trivial number of UCE sites have rates that are too fast or too slow to 

resolve certain nodes.

We did not fully explore what would be the optimum time frame to use in the signal to noise 

analysis. The filtered data sets we used are not expected to be optimal for all questions. It 

may be that the deep filtered dataset was too narrow a time span to yield statistically strong 

improvements in resolving most relationships. Likewise, the shallow filtered dataset may 

have been too wide. For future studies, we recommend investigating the level of partitioning 

required to yield high supported, fully resolved nodes along every time span of given 

phylogeny. A comparison study of filtered UCE data at each important neoavian node could 

help better resolve evolutionary patterns within Neoaves, especially along those backbone 

nodes that have undergone a rapid radiation. A more exhaustive sampling of nodes across 

Neoaves would be helpful. More generally, we find that filtering on signal to noise ratio 

offers a potentially powerful means for amplifying the strength of phylogenomic data sets to 

resolve contentious nodes on the tree of life. Given the persistence of these nodes even in the 

face of whole-genome analyses, we believe that filtering approaches will have important 

utility in future studies.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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1. 
Regions of the avian phylogeny for which phylogenetic signal, noise and polytomy 

probabilities were calculated. The red and blue colors denote 60-62 MYA (deep) and 27-64 

(shallow) MYA respectively and highlight the avian species divergences occurring these 

periods. The area between colored bars denotes internode length plus the average subtending 

branch length of each partition. The time-calibrated phylogeny is from Jarvis et al. (2014).
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2. 
(a) The phylogeny using unfiltered UCEs (left) and the ExaML-TENT phylogeny from 

Jarvis et al. (2014) (right). Bootstrap support values less than 100% are shown for each 

internal node. (b) Scatter plot of percent bootstrap support (BS) when the same clade is 

supported in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny and the ExaML-TENT phylogeny. The points 

are labelled with node labels as in Fig. 2(a) except for: (1) the label mul, which corresponds 

to the nodes A, B, C, E, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, V, AA, BB, CC, and FF in Fig. 2(a); (2) the 

label Afro, which denotes the afroaves nodes H in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny and in the 

ExaML-TENT phylogeny; (3) the label Neo, which denotes the neoaves nodes OO in the 

unfiltered UCE phylogeny and EE in the ExaML-TENT phylogeny; and (4) Pass, which 

denotes the Passerea nodes MM in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny and Z in the ExaML-

TENT phylogeny.
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3. 
(a) The phylogenetic reconstruction based on UCE nucleotide positions which had 

phylogenetic signal within in the top 20th percent of the UCE′s adjusted phylogenetic signal 

score for species divergences between 27-64MYA (shallow filtered, left) and the 

phylogenetic reconstruction using all nucleotide positions (unfiltered, right). Bootstrap 

support values less than 100% are shown for each internal node. b. Scatter plot of percent 

bootstrap support (BS) when the same clade is supported in the shallow filtered UCE 

phylogeny and the unfiltered UCE phylogeny. The points are labeled with the same node 

labels as in Fig. 3(a) except for: (1) the label mul, which corresponds to the nodes A, B, C, 

D, E, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, V, AA, CC, FF, and JJ in Fig. 3(a); (2) the label Afro, which 

denotes the afroaves node H in the shallow UCE phylogeny and in the unfiltered UCE 

phylogeny; and (3) the label Neo, which denotes the neoaves nodes EE in the shallow UCE 

phylogeny and OO in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny.
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4. 
(a) The shallow filtered UCE phylogenetic reconstruction (left) and the ExaML-TENT 

phylogenetic reconstruction (right). Bootstrap support values less than 100% are shown for 

each internal node. (b) Scatter plot of percent bootstrap support (BS) when the same clade is 

supported in the shallow filtered UCE phylogeny and the ExaML-TENT phylogeny. The 

points are labeled with the same node labels as in Fig. 4(a) except for: (1) the label mul, 

which corresponds to the nodes A, B, C, D, E, H, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, V, AA, CC, FF and 

AAA in Fig. 4(a); (2) the label Neo, which denotes the neoaves node EE in the shallow 

filtered UCE and ExaML-TENT phylogeny; and (3) Pass, which denotes the Passerea nodes 

MM in the shallow filtered UCE phylogeny and Z in the ExaML-TENT phylogeny.
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5. 
(a) The phylogenetic reconstruction based on nucleotide UCE positions which had 

phylogenetic signal within in the top 20th percent of the UCE′s adjusted phylogenetic signal 

score for species divergences between 60-62MYA (deep filtered, left) and the phylogenetic 

reconstruction using all nucleotide positions (unfiltered, right). Bootstrap support values less 

than 100% are shown for each internal node. (b) Scatter plot of percent bootstrap support 

(BS) when the same clade is supported in the deep filtered UCE phylogeny and the 

unfiltered UCE phylogeny. The points are labeled with the same node labels as in Fig. 5a 

except for: (1) the label mul, which corresponds to the nodes A, B, C, E, I, K, L, N, O, AA, 

CC, FF, and II in Fig. 5(a); (2) the label Afro, which denotes the afroaves node H in the deep 

filtered UCE phylogeny and in the unfiltered UCE phylogeny; (3) the label Neo, which 

denotes the neoaves nodes EE in the deep filtered phylogeny and OO in the unfiltered UCE 

phylogeny; and (4) Pass, which denotes the Passerea node MM in Fig. 5(a).
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6. 
(a) The deep filtered phylogenetic reconstruction (left) and the ExaML-TENT phylogenetic 

reconstruction. Bootstrap support values less than 100% are shown for each internal node. 

(b) Scatter plot of percent bootstrap support (BS) when the same clade is supported in the 

deep filtered UCE phylogeny and the ExaML-TENT phylogeny. The points are labeled with 

the same node labels as in Fig. 6(a) except for: (1) the label muh, which corresponds to the 

nodes A, B, C, E, H, J, K, L, N, O, CC, and FF as in Fig. 6(a); (2) the label mul2, which 

corresponds to the nodes AAA and X in Fig. 6(a) (3) the label Neo, which denotes the 

neoaves node EE in the deep filtered and the ExaML-TENT phylogeny; and (5) Pass, which 

denotes the Passerea node MM in the deep filtered phylogeney and Z in the ExaML-TENT 

phylogeny in Fig. 6(a).
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Table 1:

Signal to Noise Descriptive Statistics

Shallow Filtering Question

Min 1st Quartile Median Mean 3rd

Quartile
Max SD

Before Filtering

Rate 0.0219 0.0488 0.0931 0.0969 0.138 0.1999 0.0493

Prob Noise
(N) 0.0888 0.0918 0.0932 0.0964 0.0946 0.1144 0.00228

Prob
Polytomy
(P) 0.8021 0.8871 0.8896 0.8847 0.8927 0.8974 0.0122

Prob
Signal (C) 0.0134 0.0147 0.0162 0.0219 0.0272 0.0901 0.0109

SN 0.1303 0.1354 0.1486 0.1839 0.226 0.4689 0.0653

After Filtering on Top 20% SN

Rate 0.0219 0.0316 0.0386 0.0377 0.0433 0.0633 0.00636

N 0.0888 0.0938 0.0948 0.0954 0.0965 0.1144 0.00231

P 0.8021 0.8548 0.8663 0.864 0.874 0.8806 0.0106

C 0.0287 0.0320 0.0376 0.0406 0.0487 0.0901 0.00934

SN 0.2398 0.2539 0.2812 0.2951 0.335 0.4689 0.0448

Sites per UCE 18 154 201.5 209.40 255.8 474 26.49

Deep Filtering Problem

Min 1st Quartile Median Mean 3rd

Quartile
Max SD

Before Filtering

Rate 0.0219 0.0487 0.093 0.0967 0.138 0.1999 0.0493

N 0.0892 0.0918 0.0936 0.0936 0.0952 0.1150 0.00233

P 0.8650 0.8900 0.8921 0.8920 0.8942 0.8974 0.00289

C 0.0134 0.0140 0.0144 0.0144 0.0148 0.0200 0.00057

SN 0.1302 0.1318 0.1329 0.1331 0.1341 0.1504 0.00186

After Filtering on Top 20% SN

Rate 0.0219 0.0316 0.0407 0.0528 0.0505 0.1999 0.0364

N 0.0921 0.0951 0.0962 0.0964 0.0975 0.1150 0.00171

P 0.8650 0.8871 0.8886 0.8885 0.8899 0.8936 0.00202

C 0.0143 0.0149 0.0152 0.0152 0.0154 0.0200 0.00036

SN 0.1344 0.1349 0.1356 0.1360 0.1369 0.1504 0.00140

Sites per UCE 1 91 137 213.3 236.5 1365 233.18
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